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Forbes Nicol - The Other Half Of Me
Misc Unsigned Bands

G   D/F#   Em   Cadd9 All the way through, Simples

Strumming pattern D D U U D U and hit on the bass every 4th down stroke

Capo 2

G
These pills,
Just dont seem to do it no more
D/F#
Cheap thrills, what am i doing this for,
Em                                     Cadd9
Cause now i ve found something else to adore

G
My life, whilwind or a gust in the brezze,
D/F#
Feels right, you got me down on my knees,
Em                                   Cadd9
Your here, im asking, no begging you please

Chorus

G
And now im with you,really want you around
D/F#
Been searching for something and now i have found
Em                                      Cadd9
Never gonna loose you the other half of me....
G
People can talk but i dont give a fuck
D/F#
Wanna get close but they are shit outta luck
Em                             Cadd9                        G
Even a fool, Aint so blind to see....your the other half of me

G   D/F#   Em   Cadd9   X2

G
Used to live like,Fuck tommorrow,it will never come
D/F#
Fuck the past - Whats done is done, oh no
Em                                     Cadd9
Live for today like its gonna be your last one.
G
But that was then babe, And this is now
D/F#



You ve changed my life & you have fixed me somehow
Em                                  Cadd9                        G
Who would ve thought,as calm as the sea....Your the other half of me

G   D/F#   Em   Cadd9   X2

Chorus (*Play each note once)

G
And now im with you,really want you around,
D/F#
Been searching for something and now i have found,
Em*                                    Cadd9
Never gonna loose you the other half of me....
G*
People can talk but i dont give a fuck,
D/F#*
Wanna get close but they are shit outta luck,
Em*                           Cadd9*                        G*
Even a fool, Aint so blind to see....your the other half of me


